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F innish schools have been practicing sheltering indoors for a few years now. The exercise scenario used has often been an external threat of violence tar-geted against the school. We have heard of shelter-in-place exercises, where 
primary school children have been escaping from the reach of a ‘man with a knife’ 
into the school premises. Schools also practice sheltering in case of shootings 
(Kouluissa harjoitellaan ampumisen varalta 2016). These exercises have been perfor-
med with the best of intentions. However, the threat of external violence is hardly 
among the most likely threats in a school environment, even though we know that 
Finnish schools have been under the threat of extreme violence. Therefore, we recom-
mend that schools arrange exercises that promote safety from a risk-based point of 
view, which would give the exercises totally different starting points. We encourage 
the school staff to estimate which external threats could adversely affect the educa-
tional institution community in a situation where the school staff was unable to take 
the correct action. Our goal is that schools would primarily focus on practicing for 
the kind of events that could occur during a school day. All kinds of safety exercises 
are of course justified, but considering the likelihood of different scenarios, schools 
could reflect what kind of hazards they primarily practice for.
When estimating what kind of a serious situation in the area would require shelte-
ring indoors, a fire or a chemical accident appear as the most probable incidents. 
Every one of us has read or heard through the media about a fire raging in the nearby 
area, spreading smoke that is dangerous to breathe into the surrounding areas. 
Often in such cases, the rescue authorities urge people in the surrounding areas to 
seek refuge indoors and close the windows and shut off ventilation. Practicing for 
the event of a fire or a serious chemical accident is well-founded, because, at worst, 
lack of competence may endanger the lives and health of all the members of the edu-
cational institution community. It may be necessary to seek shelter inside the school 
building also in case of fire, when it is no longer safe to go into the corridors, for 
example. Every member of the school community must be able to make the decision 
to stay indoors and close the door, and to inform rescue workers about the location 
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and number of people sheltered indoors and other relevant circumstances. Joint 
examination of this scenario and pre-paredness in the educational institution com-
munity are also part of a comprehensive, risk-based safety and security training. 
On the other hand, a well-planned shelter-in-place exercise with a view to a fire or a 
chemical accident also provides the members of the community with one potential 
model they can vary with a view to other scenarios, as necessary. There is no single 
mode of operation in case of an extreme act of violence against a school, but a single 
principle: always head away from the threat. 
This guide was created in the course of ‘Safe and Secure School’ training, financed 
by the National Agency for Education and implemented by the Laurea University of 
Applied Sciences. The risk assessments the participants made for their own schools 
and the discussions during contact teaching made us recognise the need for a guide 
on sheltering indoors. This guide focuses on shelter-in-place exercises, the effective-
ness of which is improved by means of good planning. The exercises need to be 
attended by the whole educational institute community: the staff, pupils or students 
and other stakeholders as well. The stakeholders working in the educational insti-
tute community play a central role in the everyday safety and security work in any 
case, providing catering, health, cleaning and property services. In many schools, 
their role has not yet been acknowledged from the perspective of everyday safety 
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and security work, even though this group of people is at the very core of the whole 
school’s safety and security activities. In a true emergency, every member of the 
educational institute community must know how to collaborate with others, even 
though we sometimes hear that in terms of safe-ty, for example, the providers of 
catering services would have their own rescue plans for the property in shared use. 
Safety work cannot be a separate function created separately by each operator, but it 
should rather be work that is managed and implemented in collaboration between 
all operators. Safety is not truly under control until the entire educational institu-
tion community practices it together by planning, training and taking action in a 
true emergency.
The first chapter of this guide highlights behaviour of individuals and the special 
features of the school and school building being protected. The second chapter con-
tains principles of risk management and basics of risk-based training. The third 
chapter focuses on creating starting points for high-quality learning through func-
tional methods. The fourth chapter describes instructions and practices designed 
for shelter-in-place exercises and actual emergency situations. The fifth chapter 
focuses on production of different additional material. The last, the sixth chapter, 
presents various equipment related to communications and provides examples of, 
for example, how to draw up instructions for giving public announcements.
Feel free to send comments and feedback on the publication to the aut-
hors of the guide, Tiina Ranta (tiina.ranta@laurea.fi) and Soili Martikainen 
(soili.martikainen@laurea.fi).
Risk refers to the impact of uncertainty on the goals, often 
described as a combination of the likelihood of occurrence of an 
incident and the severity of its consequences (SFS-opas 73:2011, 
8). In this guide, we only examine the negative, unwanted risks.
Risk-based approach refers to the kind of approach and deci-
sion-making method where the risks associated with the sub-
ject under study are examined from versatile perspectives 
before decision-making. Risk-based approach should be an 
integral part of every-day management and decision-making 
process. (Haimes 2015, 3-4.)
Sheltering indoors is a way of seeking shelter from hazard situa-
tions. People shelter indoors typically on the basis of a general 
emergency signal sounded because of an accident, such as 
toxic smoke coming from a major fire or a gas hazard situation. 
Radiation hazard or a threat of violence may also give rise for 
the need to seek refuge indoors. (Ministry of the Interior 2016; 
Finnish National Rescue Association SPEK 2016; Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety Authority 2016: Kreus, J., Pelkonen, N., Ranta, 
T., Turunen, T. Viitanen J. & Vuoripuro, J. 2010.) Gas hazard 
situation may emerge when chlorine, ammonia or sulphur dio-
xide spreads into the environment with wind as a consequence 
of, for example, a traffic accident (Rescue Services 2016).
A threat is a probable, unpleasant event or development path 
which may result in harm to individuals, an organization or a 
system (Minister of Finance 2008, 122).
W e often hear that the scenarios and other implementation of safety exer-cises is copied from other sites, which have already held similar exer-cises. They are carried out without giving it another thought, because 
“you need to have exercises”. However, when planning evacuation and shelter-in-
place exercises, you should get acquainted with the special features of the operating 
environment of your own educational institution. You can also consult research 
papers and this publication to seek added value to exercises that support your own 
safety operations. For example, research results concerning the behaviour of indi-
viduals in situations where escaping is required create at the very least favourable 
starting points for planning an exercise and, at the same time, the whole evacuation 
process. Understanding the central rules regarding the behaviour of individuals and 
groups helps everyone involved in the planning of exercises understand the special 
features related not only to the behaviour of the members of the educational institu-
tion community, but also to the school building itself.
So far, very limited research on escape behaviour of individuals and groups in emer-
gency situations has been conducted in Finland. In her master’s thesis, Matikainen 
(2007, 72) describes behaviour in an emergency in a social psychology framework. 
Although Matikainen does not discuss situations requiring sheltering indoors in 
her study, some of the typical phenomena for escape behaviour can also be applied 
when practicing indoor sheltering.
1.1 On the choice of escape route 
Lo, Huang, Wang & Yuen (2006) underscore that one of the most important factors 
of the escape process is choosing the escape route. In a fire, where several people 
are simultaneously attempting to escape, the decision-making is also affected by 
the choices made by other people on the appropriate escape route. According to 
1. ESCAPE BEHAVIOUR 
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF 
SHELTERING INDOORS
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In chapter 1, we briefly highlight escape 
behaviour, which as yet has been studied 
only in a relatively limited scale in Fin-land. 
Even though the research results have 
largely focused on situations  
requiring evacuation, to a certain degree, 
they can also be applied to scenarios 
requring sheltering indoors. One of the key 
observations concerns action taken by the 
staff: when emergency issues have been 
practiced regularly, consistently and in a 
confidence-building manner, it has been 
demonstrated to promote safer escape 
behaviour. Furthermore, the contribution of 
staff who know the property well and have 
practiced in the premises in question can 
never be over-emphasised for escaping or 
sheltering indoors safely.
researchers, another important subject for study is the dynamic escape process, 
where the choices of escape routes made by people escaping seem to affect the 
choices and behaviour of an individual. (Lo, Huang, Wang & Yuen 2006, 366–368.) It 
is also important for every one of us – there should be more research conducted on 
escape behaviour in Finland. That would create understanding of how the meaning 
of a group becomes emphasised in case of emergency. 
The escape route choices made by family members and friends largely guide escape 
behaviour. The choices made by most people also guide other people to choose an 
escape route in an emergency. When escaping, people move toward familiar people 
and locations. According to studies, people with close mutual psychological bonds 
appear to first assemble the people they are bonded to together and then attempt 
to escape as a group. Certain group compositions, such as a family or a group that 
entered at the same time and were there for a scheduled meeting are acceptable as 
groups. (Matikainen 2007, 74.) 
Matikainen (2007, 74) emphasises the significance of contact between people and 
how it becomes highlighted in different types of emergencies. For educational insti-
tutions, this can be interpreted so that students in the same grade, students taking 
the same course or people working in the same office do not leave the premises until 
everyone has assembled, for example. It is good to address the existence of this 
phenomenon when safe operational procedures are created for the community. It is 
also good to consider this phenomenon when planning a shelter-in-place exercise.
Studies have indicated that individuals will select the door or route that they have 
used to enter the property as their escape route. Often, it is the main entrance of the 
building. This choice is made even if it were not the safest alternative for acting in 
the emergency. Individuals and groups seem to seek the route that they use normally 
also when escaping. The reason for this behaviour is stated to be that individuals feel 
that unknown alternatives increase the feeling of threat.
1.2 Everyday example to confirm the theory
The research result described above could be verified by an evacuation exercise. 
The objective was to observe how members of a community behave, when their 
main entrance route to the building through the main entrance was prevented. 
In the exercise, the main entrance had been ‘blocked’ using smoke produced by a 
fog machine and a solid obstacle. The exercise began when the fire alarm went off, 
accompanied by public announcements. People working in the same office inspec-
ted the room and marked it as inspected using a note attached on the door. They 
began walking along a corridor as a group. They did not choose the closest route, 
marked as an exit, but began making their way towards the main entrance they use 
every day. In the large main lobby downstairs, close to the main entrance, they detec-
ted smoke produced by the fog machine. Because of this, they began climbing the 
stairs to the next (the second) floor of the building. Based on their daily travel in 
the building, the members of the group knew that there was another flight of stairs 
there that would take them down again, close to the main entrance. Had this been 
a real situation, every one of them would have been in immediate mortal danger – 
climbing to a second floor in an open space would have been fatal to them in case of 
fire, since toxic fumes rise towards the ceiling first. In the group, everyone seemed 
to be working together towards a single goal: towards the main entrance at any cost. 
Even though the situation described above was related to an evacuation exercise, 
the group behaviour observed could be possible also in connection with sheltering 
indoors. A closely-bonded group gathers together, and if the members of the group 
lack a clear operating model adopted by everyone, the decisions they make do not 
promote finding an escape.
1.3 Stress and panic
Stress typical for emergency situations also affects our actions. It may become appa-
rent in escape situations in a manner where an individual’s attention is focused on 
non-essential matters. In addition, a matter or factor that is a requirement for a safe 
escape or sheltering may not receive full attention or may even be completely neglec-
ted. Stress is created by an imminent danger, urgency and ambiguous information. 
In contrast, stress is also considered vital, because it motivates an individual to take 
action in a crisis situation. (Matikainen 2007, 75.)
The amount of stress varies for different reasons. Studies demonstrate that the seve-
rity of stress symptoms depends on the magnitude of the perceived losses. When 
an individual’s probability of escape is suddenly drastically reduced and he or she 
realises that the situation is life-threatening, the level of stress increases and may 
result in a state of panic. When a person is experiencing severe stress, he or she may 
no longer be able to process information in his or her environment rationally, which 
further limits the ability to consider different alternatives. This may result in an 
escaping individual not necessarily being able to select the safest route or read the 
exit signs or complex directions, for example. (Matikainen 2007, 75.)
Saari (2000, 49) has described the first phase of the crisis, the psychological stress 
phase, where a majority of people are able to maintain their operational capability. 
It is typical for this phase that a per-
son seeks cover and safety. It may 
appear to an out-sider that the per-
son is taking action ‘without emo-
tion’ in order to save him- or her-
self. Approximately 20% of people 
may panic, become hysterical or 
‘freeze’ and become apathetic. If the 
individuals perceive the accident 
or hazardous situation to be such 
that escape is possible, but the 
chance of escape is low, the number 
of people experiencing panic will 
increase. Saari mentions a fire in a 
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crowd as an example of this type of situation. If the individuals perceive the condi-
tions such that there is no chance of escape, the number of people who ‘freeze’ will 
also increase. (Saari 2000, 49.)
It is good to take the possibility of panic into account already when planning an exer-
cise scenario and its implementation. You could consider, for example, what kind of 
action should be taken if the need to shelter indoors was caused by an extremely 
serious cause. How would you handle a situation that might trigger panic among 
some of the people seeking cover? At the same time, you can familiarise yourself 
with the methods for minimising the possibility of panic erupting. Studies have 
shown that difficult and challenging events and premises are conducive to creating 
panic in emergencies. No standard solutions can be provided for evacuation and 
shelter-in-place situations due to various contributing factors. This is an important 
fact to remember, when you want to make exercises such as to serve the interests of 
the target location in the best possible way.
 1.4 The authority status of personnel as an explanation for safe 
action in an emergency
The authority status of personnel also has a determining effect on the escape beha-
viour of individuals and the resulting success of an evacuation. If the actions of per-
sonnel are well-practiced, logical and confidence-building, it has been demonstrated 
to promote safer escape behaviour. The contribution of personnel who know the buil-
ding well and have practiced in the premises in question can never be over-empha-
sised for escaping and sheltering indoors safely. Clear and logical instructions pro-
vided by them has been demonstrated to be an important factor for ensuring a safe 
escape. (Klem & Best 1982, 73.)
Each emergency is different: the fire may have started in the lobby by the main ent-
rance, which cannot be accessed due to heavy smoke. A major explosion may have 
occurred at a nearby chemical plant, which causes a serious risk for the people in 
the surrounding area. The social abilities and the significance of other members of 
the community are highlighted when escaping. No-one can decide in advance, for 
example, what escape route is available and will provide the best chance of survival 
in case of emergency. Therefore, it is extremely important that people are not forced 
to use specific routes during an evacuation or when sheltering indoors. Pan (2006, 
12) says that (in a work community) the planned directing of a person to an area 
using alternative routes may allow for better actions in an emergency. He points out 
that this increases the probability of these routes being used in an emergency. Even 
though Matikainen focuses on escape behaviour from the perspective of evacuation 
safety, this gives a clear message with a view to preparing for any emergency. It is 
important that people have been given an experience of alternative routes, so that 
they would know how to take them in case of an emergency. The same also applies 
to sheltering indoors. If people have never sought their way to the in-place shelter, 
or no such premises have even been designated in the building, action in case of an 
emergency cannot run smoothly and as planned under such circumstances. 
1.5 Safety walks as part of continuous safety training of personnel
Well-planned safety walks help educational institution communities prepare even 
for the most challenging emergencies. During safety walks, the participants are led 
along the escape route to actually exit the building, which also reduces the assump-
tion that unfamiliar routes would become threatening in an emergency. The more 
personnel members attend the safety walk, the more likely it is that they will be 
able to manage the situations that require escaping and are also able to assist others 
involved. Therefore, documented safety walks intended for personnel and imple-
mented sufficiently frequently are crucially important and an easy way to imple-
ment safety training at every educational institution. No expensive external experts 
are needed for implementation; instead, just a shared decision on implementing a 
safety walk between joint meetings, for example.
1.6 Summary of the behaviour of individuals in emergencies
It is also part of the planning of a good exercise to consider which routes the mem-
bers of the educational institution community would probably use in case of emer-
gency. Studies have shown that individual behaviour in threatening situations is 
consistent, and they typically use the same, familiar route even in an emergency. It 
is also good to consider already in the planning phases whether people form close 
groups within the educational institution community. The clarity of instructions 
and signs has also been demonstrated to affect how well people are able to remain 
functional in even the most challenging situations. 
How logical the instructions provided in case of emergency are is essential for both 
the success of the exercise and the action taken in a real emergency. This refers, for 
example, to how well the personnel can demonstrate through their own actions 
that they are competent and capable of taking action even in extreme situations. 
It goes without saying that this can only be achieved by means of systematic and 
continuous training. The special characteristics of the members of the educational 
institution community, such as age, state of health or operational capabilities, also 
determine the principles for planning emergency protection. For example, early 
education groups or children in special education set different safety requirements 
due to their age and development levels than older schoolchildren. Moreover, stake-
holders, their needs and expectations, should not be forgotten either.
The school building itself also affects how people behave in an emergency. Therefore, 
the condition of the property, the number of floors and the structural and technical 
solutions of the property must also be considered. Other matters to be considered 
include the nearby risk sites, such as roads with heavy traffic, railways, industrial 
properties, petrol stations and power plants.
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2. RISKS AND RISK MANAGEMENT
T his chapter highlights the principles of risk management. We also examine two different methods suited for risk assessment: the potential problem analysis (PPA) and the what-if technique.
Sometimes we get to hear that schools are holding exercises with a view to a serious 
violent attack targeted against the school. If the schools had identified, assessed and 
processed their risks, it is quite certain that a fire or toxic emission in the nearby 
area would appear as a much more likely incident than a fatal act of violence. The 
community knows and is familiar with the risks it is exposed to and can thus plan its 
operations in a risk-based manner. Through risks, schools can concentrate on what 
is essential in their safety work, and this may help dispel fears of highly unlikely 
incidents.
2.1 Risk management
Every organisation has internal characteristics, vulnerabilities, that expose the 
organisation to risks and unwanted incidents (SFS-ISO opas 73:2011, 13). Risk mana-
gement is used for managing and guiding the organisation in relation to risks. Risk 
management is also part of decision-making. It is coordinated, situation-specific, 
up-to-date activity, which is based on the best possible data available. In addition, 
risk management supports the continuous improvement of the organisation. (SFS-
ISO 31000:2011, 22.) 
Risk refers to the impact of uncertainty on the goals. It is often described as a com-
bination of the likelihood of an incident occurring and the resulting consequences. 
Even though a risk can be either positive or negative, in this guide we only examine 
the negative, unwanted risks. (SFS Guide 73:2011, 8.)
The risk management process is illustrated in figure 1.
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Chapter 2 addresses risks from the perspec-
tives of the operation of the educational 
institution community and specifically the 
arrangement of different safety exercises. 
Risk-based training is based on the risks 
jointly identified by the educational institu-
tion community. In other words, the school 
practices for such incidents that have the 
highest probability of occurring. 
This chapter introduces two risk assessment 
methods usable for educational institution 
communities that can be implemented col-
laboratively. They are suitable for all school 
functions and tasks.
Assess the risk rating with the help of the likelihood of occurrence of the unwanted 
incident and the severity of the consequences. A risk may be insignificant, minor, 
moderate, significant or intolerable. You can calculate the risk rating using the fol-
lowing formulae:
• the likelihood of occurrence of an incident x the severity of its consequences; or 
• the likelihood of occurrence of an incident x the severity of its consequences 
(if you want to highlight the seriousness of the consequences)
Risk management is an overall process, which includes defining the operating envi-
ronment, risk assessment and risk treatment. Risk assessment includes the identi-
fication of risks, risk analysis and the assessment of the severity of risks. Risk ana-
lysis is a process aimed at understanding the nature of a risk and assigning a risk 
rating for it. When assessing the significance of the risk, it is defined whether the 
risk is acceptable or tolerable. Risk treatment modifies the risk. Risk treatment may 
entail, for example, taking, preventing, sharing, mitigating, eliminating or preven-
ting risks. Communication, exchange of information, monitoring and reviews are 
an essential part of the risk management process. (SFS-Opas 73:2011, 14—15; SFS-ISO 
31000: 2011, 10—20.) 
For assessing risks, use the potential problem analysis (PPA) or the what-if techni-
que, for example. Identify and assess the risks of an unwanted incident based on its 
likelihood of occurrence and the severity of the consequences. Plan preventive and 
preparedness arrangements for each unacceptable risk and action to be taken if the 
unwanted risk materialises.
2.2 Assessing the likelihood of occurrence of a risk
Assess the likelihood of occurrence of a risk using table 1:
Table 3. Assessment of the risk rating 
Assess the likelihood of the occurrence of a risk on a scale from 1 to 3, where 1 is 
highly unlikely, 2 unlikely and 3 is likely.
2.3 Assessing the consequences of a risk
Assess the consequences of a risk using table 2:
Assess the consequences of a risk on a scale from 1 to 3, where 1 is slightly harmful, 2 
harmful and 3 is very harmful.
2.4 Assessing the severity of the consequences of a risk
Assess the severity of the consequences of a risk using table 3: 
DEFINING THE 
OPERATING 
ENVIRONMENT
RISK ASSESSMENT 
(RISK IDENTI FICATION, 
RISK ANALYSIS, 
ASSESSMENT OF THE 
SEVERITY OF THE RISK)
RISK 
TREATMENT
COMMUNICATIONS AND EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
MONITORING AND REVIEW
Figure 1. Risk management process (SFS-ISO 31000: 2011, 10)
LIKELIHOOD CHARACTERISTICS OF LIKELIHOOD
1 HIGHLY UNLIKELY EVENT THAT OCCURS SELDOM OR IRREGULARLY
2 UNLIKELY EVENT THAT OCCURS EVERY NOW AND THEN, BUT NOT 
REGULARLY
3 LIKELY EVENT THAT OCCURS OFTEN OR REGULARLY
Table 1. Assessment of the likelihood of the occurrence of a risk
Table 2. Assessment of the consequences of a risk
CONSEQUENCE SEVERITY OF THE CONSEQUENCE
1 SLIGHTLY HARMFUL THE INCIDENT CAUSES A TEMPORARY ILLNESS OR HARM. REQUIRES ABSENCE OF NO MORE THAN 3 DAYS.
2 HARMFUL
THE INCIDENT CAUSES MORE SERIOUS OR LONGER-LASTING 
CONSEQUENCES OR HARM WITH LESS THAN SEVERE 
CONSEQUENCES. REQUIRES ABSENCE OF 3 TO 30 DAYS.
3 very harmful
THE INCIDENT CAUSES PERMANENT OR IRREVERSIBLE 
INJURY. REQUIRES HOSPITALISATION AND ABSENCE OF 
MORE THAN 30 DAYS.
LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY OF THE CONSEQUENCE
SLIGHTLY 
HARMFUL (1) HARMFUL (2) VERY HARMFUL (3)
HIGHLY UNLIKELY 
(1)
INSIGNIFICANT 
RISK MINOR RISK MODERATE RISK
UNLIKELY (2) MINOR RISK MODERATE RISK MAJOR RISK
LIKELY (3) MODERATE RISK MAJOR RISK UNBEARABLE RISK
2
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stage tasks
stage 1: 
preparation
• The facilitator prepares for the PPA during 
stage 1. The facilitator reviews the existing 
materials, invites the attendees for the small 
group and drafts a tailored list of key words 
for the session. 
• The small group first decides exactly how 
they will analyse the selected subject, who 
the subject pertains to and also defines the 
potential limits to the scope. 
• Depending on the extent and complexity of the 
chosen subject, it can be divided into smaller 
parts, to be studied separately.
Stage 2: Silent 
brainstorming
• Everyone writes down the risks they identified 
using full sentences on Post-it notes, for 
example, and attaches the notes to a plastic 
sleeve (Picture 1).
• A maximum of three notes per person are 
written on the first round and at the end of 
a round each person hands his or her plastic 
sleeve and its notes to the person sitting on his 
or her left.
• Usually one note per person is written during 
the following rounds.
• The plastic sleeves with the notes continue to 
go around between the participants. 
• Reading the notes written by others usually 
helps people identify new risks. 
• The facilitator activates the participants of 
the brainstorming session by presenting key 
words once the writing of notes begins to slow 
down. 
• When no new notes are written, the silent 
brainstorming session ends.     
stage tasks
stage 3: 
brainstorming 
discussion
• The Post-it notes are moved to an easel pad.
• The notes are reviewed together, ensuring that 
all the participants in the group understand 
them in the same way.
• If necessary, the text on the notes can be 
complemented for increased clarity. 
• If new risks are thought of at this point, they 
can still be written onto additional notes.
• The notes that cover the same topic are placed 
together.
• If there are two or more notes with the same 
content, they are placed on top of one another. 
No notes can be discarded.
• It is ensured once more that the notes in the 
same group are associated with one another 
and cover the same topic.
• The group checks if one topic is a reason or 
consequence of another topic and groups the 
topics onto the easel pad based on this.
• The topics are written down onto the easel pad 
above the Post-it notes.
Stage 4: Risk 
analysis, 
assessment of the 
severity of the risk 
and risk treatment
• A risk analysis is made and each risk is assigned 
a risk rating. 
• The severity of the risks is assessed by defining 
whether the risks are acceptable or whether 
they need to be treated. If necessary, risks 
are treated by proposing and agreeing on risk 
management methods.
• Ownership is assigned for each risk and 
schedules for potential corrective actions are 
planned.
• The results are recorded on a form.
stage 5: reporting • A good final report contains at least the 
following issues:
• Introduction 
• Goals and limitation of scope 
• Potential assumptions and their 
justifications 
• The description of the object examined and 
the participants
• Initial data and its sources 
• The risk assessment tools and techniques 
used, including assumptions and 
verification of accuracy/sufficiency
• Results
• Conclusions and recommendations
• Summary
• Risk register
2.5 Potential problem analysis
The analysis of potential problems is a risk assessment method. The abbreviation 
PPA is also used for the method. Using the method, it is possible to identify different 
types of problems with different levels of severity. It is performed in small groups 
the members of which are well familiar with the object, function or task being exa-
mined. The PPA begins with selection and delimitation of the object of analysis. No 
problem types are limited from the scope of the analysis in advance. The require-
ment for implementing the analysis is that the organisational management gives its 
support and grants the resources needed for performing the analysis. The goal is to 
find the key problem areas of the object, function or work task, and causes of acci-
dents related to the key hazards. (The Finnish Risk Management Association 2016a.) 
Table 4 illustrates a PPA with a risk analysis, assessment of the severity of the risk 
and risk treatment with the help of five steps.
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Table 4. PPA, complemented with a risk analysis, assessment of the severity of the risk and risk treat-
ment (Finnish Risk Management Association 2016a; 2016b; SFS-ISO 31000: 2011, 10)
 
Silent brainstorming session 
during PPA in progress in Picture 1.
Implement the silent brainstor-
ming of a PPA using Post-it notes. 
Attach the notes to a plastic sleeve, 
so that the adhesive on the notes 
remains usable. Attach the Post-it 
notes to an easel pad during the 
brainstorming discussion.
2.6 The what-if technique
The what-if technique is a risk assessment method. It is a method in accordance 
with SFS-EN 31010: 2011, Appendix B.9, which is a systematic technique based on 
group work. At the meeting, the facilitator presents phrases and key words that help 
participants identify risks. With the group, the facilitator examines how deviations 
in behaviour and normal operations affect the system, organisation or method. 
(SFS-EN 31010:2011, 70—74.)
The perspective to be used for the assessment (for example, a situation requiring 
sheltering indoors) is defined and its scope carefully limited before starting to 
identify the risks. The facilitator uses discussion, documents, plans and drawings 
to assess both the internal and external operating environment. The facilitator also 
prepares a list of prompt words and phrases. Therefore, the group does not have to 
make a lot of preparations, but it needs to have experience and expertise. The key 
stakeholder groups, who know the subject being discussed, are needed in the group. 
(SFS-EN 31010:2011, 70—74.)
The facilitator encourages participants to bring up and discuss known risks, pre-
vious events and experiences, known and existing management methods, protec-
tion methods, and legal requirements and limitations. The participants discuss pre-
senting ‘What if ’ style questions, such as “What would happen if...” “Could someone 
or something...”, “Has anyone or anything ever...”. (SFS-EN 31010:2011, 70—74.)
For example, the following type of questions can be presented:
• What if sounding the alarm fails?
• What if there is no electricity?
• What if person X is not present?
• What if ventilation cannot be shut off ?
• What if we lack information X?
• What if there are no keys?
• What if the door is left open?
• What if the public announcement system does not work?
• What if there is no mobile phone available?
• What if the information system does not function?
• What if there are dignitaries present?
(SFS-EN 31010:2011, 70 - 74.)
A summary is prepared on the risks. Then, the group confirms and records a descrip-
tion of the risks, their causes and consequences, and the existing management met-
hods. The group evaluates if the management methods are sufficient and effective, 
and adds management methods if necessary. Additional ‘What if ’ questions can be 
asked during the discussion to identify new risks. (SFS-EN 31010:2011, 70—74.)
The method can be widely applied to all types of systems, situations, circumstances, 
organisations and functions. It only requires a bit of preparation from the group. It 
is relatively quick, and a group of people is able to identify the greatest risks swiftly. 
It can be used for identifying opportunities for improving processes and systems, 
and it can be generally employed for defining measures with high potential of suc-
cess. The method produces a risk register and, with minor additional effort, a risk 
treatment plan. (SFS-EN 31010:2011, 70—74.)
The system, method, situation, circumstance and/or a change thereof must be 
defined carefully before starting the use of the what-if technique. The facilitator 
must establish the external and internal operating environment with the help of dis-
cussions, documents, plans and drawings. The preparation work must be executed 
carefully to ensure that the working group can use its time effectively. The facilita-
tor must be experienced and competent. Some risks may remain unidentified if the 
group members are not sufficiently experienced or if the working method used is 
not comprehensive. For example, representatives of all stakeholder groups should 
participate in the work group. Analysis at the top-level of the organisation only does 
not necessarily highlight complex, detailed or inter-dependent problems. (SFS-EN 
31010:2011, 70—74.) 
Picture 1. Silent brainstorming
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A t best, the understanding of what high-quality learning entails is visible in the planning and later in the implementation of shelter-in-place exercises. This means that the factors enabling high-quality learning are observed 
already in the planning stages of the exercise. Studies have shown that these have 
a positive influence on the development of the skills of participants both as indi-
viduals and as an educational institution community. The principles of functional 
learning are well suited for shelter-in-place exercises. 
Functionality can be used particularly well in different safety exercises. The tradi-
tional way of thinking is that the instructor acts as director of the work: he or she 
gives the instructions, monitors the exercise, and assists in processing and sharing 
the experiences. In a shelter-in-place exercise, the role of the instructor may well be 
assigned to the party in charge of planning the exercise. 
3.1 Collaborative learning
In functional learning, the focus is on individual’s active and unprompted work 
performance. At their best, functional learning and work methods also function 
as a kind of a springboard to high-quality learning through different exercises that 
enhance and maintain safety. 
There are five principles pertaining to collaborative learning. Learning is successful, 
when the members of a community or a group are responsible for the learning of 
one another. The results of collaborative learning improve, when the members of the 
community feel that they are dependent on each other’s learning in a positive sense. 
This creates positive interdependence, which is considered the most important prin-
ciple of collaborative processes. With a view to effective operation of a group, other 
important principles include open and close interaction, and social skills, which are 
developed further through group work. Each member’s responsibility for his or her 
3. LEARNING
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Chapter 3 addresses the planning 
and implementation of the process 
from the perspective of achievement 
of high-quality learning. Safety 
exercises can be carried out using 
methods of functional learning, and 
training can be used for yielding 
positive influence on the develop-
ment of the skills of participants both 
as individuals and as an educational 
institution community.
personal learning is also important. When developing collaborative learning and 
working, it is important that the group discusses and analyses its actions together 
after having completed the exercise. Therefore, reflecting on what has been learned 
and experienced is the fifth principle. All the principles of collaborative learning 
described above are suited as a basis for carrying out any safety exercise. This way, 
the educational institution community jointly supports collaborative learning, and 
the self-esteem, motivation and team work skills of the participants, as well as hel-
ping in the achievement of high-quality learning outcomes as regards exercises. 
(Sahlberg & Leppilampi, 1994, 71–76.)
3.2 Functional learning process
When using functional methods, the learning process takes place through the expe-
riences gained by the learners and their own reasoning. The processing of expe-
riences and own thoughts allows them to get acquainted with how they personally 
experience the world and how others experience it. A functional learning process 
often includes the following stages: 1) getting acquainted with one another, 2) set-
ting goals together or, alternatively, the facilitator describes the goals, 3) warming 
up, getting tuned for and initiating collaborative action, 4) carrying out the exercise 
and 5) processing the exercise and further actions. (Opinpaja 2011.) 
The outline for a shelter-in-place exercise can be successfully built upon the stages 
described above. The purpose of getting acquainted with one another, goal-setting 
and warming up is to create an atmosphere conducive to a good exercise. In such a 
case, the emphasis is on collaborative effort and motivating everyone to take part. 
The benefit of collaborative learning model is that it kind of sets the pace for the 
actual planning of training and helps those involved outline what is going to hap-
pen at any given time. Naturally, schools are not required to slavishly follow all the 
phases described above, but the purpose is simply to provide a model for outlining 
a good exercise conducive to learning.
There are situations, when the exercise does not proceed quite as planned, or some 
chosen element does not work as well as expected. The important thing, however, is 
to see even such experiences as significant with a view to learning. If no failures hap-
pened or actual mistakes were made during the exercise, one might ask whether the 
exercise had really focused on what was essential for improving safety at the school. 
At their best, well-planned exercises are occasions where every member of the com-
munity can experience minor and major failures as part of his or her own commu-
nity. Therefore, creating a safe atmosphere based on trust plays a key role. Everyone 
is allowed to participate in accordance with his or her own skills and knowledge. 
People are rewarded for trying, and mistakes are seen as victories. No mistake or 
failure is attributed to one individual doing something or failing to do something, 
but all mistakes or failures are examined collectively, as a group, as a community.
External observers are also often used in exercises. Over the years, we have seen exer-
cises, where such feedback as ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ have been recorded for the 
target site. Feedback has been given to those responsible for the exercise for ‘nega-
tive’ factors in particular, asking them to fix them and turn them positive. Positive 
and encouraging feedback plays a far greater role than many of us realise. Nobody 
wants to be named or singled out as a failure, when the starting point has been to 
act together for a common goal. When you want to give feedback on an exercise, it 
is important to consider the goals of the exercise: do you want the members of the 
educational institution community to be genuinely enthusiastic about the exercises 
in the future as well, or, by giving rough feedback, do you create a situation in which 
people the next time around do nothing more than the minimum assigned to them? 
It should also be noted that the skills of functional working process need to be prac-
ticed. The element of functionality makes it possible that, when individuals expe-
rience and do things personally, they feel they are both meaningful and significant. 
It has been shown that personal experience helps people remember things and gives 
them new in-sights about themselves, other people and the surrounding world. At 
the same time, it can also build and strengthen the community spirit and feeling 
of togetherness within the group, and allows creation of a positive working atmos-
phere. When you succeed in creating a climate of trust and a relaxed atmosphere, the 
sense of being ‘us’, within the group learning together, even quite challenging issues 
can be addressed in connection with the exercise. 
The criteria of high-quality learning to be observed in connection with a shelter-in-
place exercise are agreed with the educational institution staff. The whole commu-
nity is involved in the following phases:
• defining the exercise scenario together: what is possible and likely to happen in 
the vicinity of the educational institution?
• agreeing on the goals the parties involved want to set for the exercise: what is 
being practiced and why, when will the exercise take place?
• agreeing on what is being practiced – what the community wants to learn, 
revise, test. It is not possible to include everything possible into one exercise, 
so, the key tasks are selected for the exercise (implementing management res-
ponsibility, practicing a situation where the top management is absent; prac-
ticing with the power turned off; practicing having a group of visitors in the 
building; practicing that someone is suddenly taken ill in the shelter; etc.)
• identifying the stakeholders that are part of our everyday operations in any case 
– involving them in the planning and implementation of the exercise.
• defining the school premises that are suited as shelter rooms, when a fire is 
raging in the vicinity of the school or, for example, a chemical accident happens 
nearby. Preparing instruction cards, defining roles and preparing role cards, 
compiling safety boxes etc.
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• planning the training to be provided to the staff on the causes and potential 
consequences of sheltering indoors, escape behaviour of individuals, and get-
ting acquainted with the different roles within the school. This will be imple-
mented well before the actual exercise.
• agreeing on how information about the exercise is given in advance and during 
the exercise, and how the results and feedback are distributed.
• agreeing on instructions to be given to those observing the exercise. It is 
recommended that everyone in an observer role provide assistance and support 
during the actual exercise, while also making observations on successes and 
targets for improvements.
• planning the evaluation of the exercise together – which matters should be eva-
luated, how the results should be verified, how the experiences are processed.
• what kind of a feedback session is to be organised and how self-reflection is 
included in the feedback – how to implement self-assessment, which channels 
are used for requesting feedback from participants and stakeholders as well, 
how the feedback received is processed.
• how to arrange the transfer of lessons learned from the exercise to the next 
exercise.
• how to document the whole training process from the beginning of planning 
to feedback.
• how to ensure that a good and constructive atmosphere can be created when 
implementing the exercise.
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S heltering indoors is needed in case of an accident or an emergency. Most typically, indoor shelter is sought on the basis of a general emergency sig-nal sounded due to an accident situation, such as a major fire in the nearby 
area causing toxic smoke or a gas hazard caused by a traffic accident. (Ministry of 
the Interior 2016; Finnish National Rescue Association SPEK 2016.) Radiation hazard 
may also give rise for the need to seek refuge indoors, even though in Finland the 
likelihood of a radiation hazard situation is small (Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
Authority 2016). Furthermore, a threat of violence may give rise for the need to seek 
cover indoors (Kreus, Pelkonen, Ranta, Turunen, Viitanen & Vuoripuro, 2010).
4.1 Planning the training
Sheltering indoors requires not only pre-planning, but also continuous training 
and evaluation of the implemented training. In planning, mastering the scenario 
becomes emphasised. There are several viewpoints linked to sheltering indoors and 
its planning, implementation and assessment, such as the environment of the edu-
cational institution, the members of the educational institution community with 
their stakeholders, and the property. The matter can be approached through the 
topic entities presented in table 5. 
4. SHELTERING INDOORS IN CASE OF 
AN ACCIDENT OR AN EMERGENCY
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Chapter 4 focuses on practicing 
sheltering indoors in case of emergency. 
People shelter indoors typically because 
of a major fire in the nearby area or a 
gas hazard situation caused by a traffic 
accident. Chapter 4 provides instructions 
for planning training and highlights the 
various roles related to a shelter-in-place 
situation, with the relevant tasks.
Topic entity 
concerning 
planning
Issue to be addressed Person(s) in charge
Environment 
of the 
educational 
institution
What could happen in our vicinity that 
would require sheltering indoors?
Please note the 
higher education 
institutions, 
where the body 
in charge is 
the security 
management 
instead of the 
president
Is there something special in our 
environment that increases the likelihood 
of the risk of a major fire or chemical 
emission occurring in the near areas? What 
kind of industry, services, warehouses, 
power plants or traffic routes are located 
in the areas near us?
The president, the 
security team, 
authorities and 
other security 
stakeholders
The student 
community, 
pupils and 
students
What are the key characteristics of our 
educational institution community, such 
as the functional capacity, age group or 
special features of the pupils or students? 
Are there any early education groups or 
people with disabilities?
The whole 
educational 
institution staff 
together
building What is the condition of the property? 
In what condition are the building’s 
structural or technical solutions?
The president, the 
security team, 
authorities
Where is the property located? Does the 
property have more above-ground floors 
than one, from among which the facilities 
to be prepared for sheltering purposes 
could be assigned? Have the educational 
institution’s own security operators 
observed the requirement for a situation 
control room and equipped such a room for 
emergencies and for practicing emergency 
situations?
The president with 
the security team
stakeholders In which ways has the educational 
institution community identified its 
stakeholder groups and their needs and 
expectations with a view to safety in 
case of situations requiring sheltering 
indoors?
The president with 
the security team
Topic entity 
concerning 
planning
Issue to be addressed Person(s) in charge
Emergency 
communi-
cations
Has the educational institution community 
identified the requirements related to 
emergency communications and launched 
preparations for securing communications 
with the help of both personnel resources 
and technical devices and programmes? 
The president with 
the security team
Which communications methods will the 
educational institution community use 
in case of emergency? Does the community 
have any walkie-talkies at their disposal, 
and if they do, can the staff use them? Does 
the management have at their disposal two 
mobile subscriptions or devices that are 
not inter-dependent?
The president with 
the security team
Risk 
management 
Is the safety and security situation 
monitored on a regular basis? 
The whole 
educational 
institution staff 
together
Are preparations being made for new risks? The president with 
the security team
Security 
training
Is the staff safety-oriented? The president
Does the staff have any risk assessment 
competence?
The president with 
the security team
Planning and 
training
Has the educational institution identified, 
assigned and implemented the roles for 
sheltering situations? Has an ‘action 
card’ been produced for each role, with 
description of the rel-evant task in case of 
an emergency?
The president with 
the security team
Have the situations requiring sheltering 
indoors been identified and have plans 
been drawn up for them? Is implementation 
of such plans practiced on a regular basis?
The president with 
the security team
Is planning and implemen-tation of 
security training risk-based, covers all 
personnel groups, and implemented in 
collaboration with stakeholders?
The president with 
the security team
Does the educational institution have 
a security training schedule covering 
the whole school year, with regularly 
scheduled sessions for considering key 
scenarios, and continuous and regular 
training?
The president with 
the security team
Has a responsible party been assigned 
to evaluate the exercises? Does the 
educational institution have at its 
disposal an easy-to-use evaluation 
tool to enable uniform evaluation that 
would provide valuable feedback on how 
successful the exercises have been?
The president with 
the security team
Table 5. Planning, implementation and assessment of shelter-in-place training
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sheltering measures. Notice must also be taken of the possibility that, in the absence 
of a representative of the organisational management, the decision concerning shel-
tering must be made by some other party. In an emergency, any member of the edu-
cational institution community present takes the responsibility for managing the 
situation, at least in the beginning. The situation management is formed by the per-
son who took the role associated with this task under the circumstances and other 
individuals he or she appoints to the task. The more people have been able to practice 
the absence of management during the exercises, the more certain it is that people 
ready to take the responsibility for this task can be found in a real situation. This 
must be practiced on a regular basis, and the organisation must aim at producing a 
sufficient number of competent people for every role. It is better that the educational 
institution has too many competent people than too few.
In an emergency, the most acute decisions need to be made then and there. In such 
a situation, it is extremely important that competence has been built up widely 
throughout the organisation. Naturally, this is an issue related to the size of the orga-
nisation as well: the bigger the place, the more potential actors there are. However, it 
must be noted that competence can only be achieved through continuous and versa-
tile training. The situations emerge quickly, so, it is important to generate sufficient 
competence through exercises. The more there are representatives of the staff and 
stakeholders with competence to manage different roles in sheltering situations, the 
more certainly all the members of the educational institution community can be led 
to shelter safely and in time.
QUICK INSTRUCTIONS TO 
SITUATION MANAGEMENT
1. Make the decision to launch the sheltering measures
2. Call the emergency centre (112) and inform them about sheltering 
indoors.
3. Inform the staff about sheltering indoors using the communication tool 
(such as Situation Manager in a real situation) assigned for situation 
management and ask them to advance to the assigned room for issue of 
orders. 
4. Turn the radio and television on and tune to YLE (Finnish Broadcasting 
Company) channels and open the Internet. Follow the instructions 
issued by authorities.
5. Update the situational awareness picture (such as the rooms used for 
sheltering/emptied, number of people in classrooms).
4.4 Tasks of situation manager
The task of situation manager is primarily held by a representative of the educatio-
nal institution management, and secondarily by a member of staff. If you are pre-
sent, assume the task without delay. Please note that the tasks described below are 
4.2 The significance of leadership in an emergency
Uncertainty and incompetence to act or even total freezing when managing a situa-
tion reduce everyone’s possibilities for safe sheltering and, in a real situation, even 
survival. The management of an educational institution needs several actor roles for 
implementing sheltering, including at least the following:
• situation management
• situation manager
• communications management 
• watchmen at doors
• room inspectors
• people guiding others to shelter rooms 
• shelter-specific persons in charge 
• people responsible for ventilation and internal public announcements 
• the staff
The representatives of the staff guide the pupils or students under their responsi-
bility and other members of the educational institution community to shelter in 
the floor that has been jointly agreed for the purpose and initiate active sheltering 
measures. The principle is that sufficient and safe facilities in the uppermost floors 
of the building have been agreed for this scenario. The educational institution com-
munity should define a maximum number of people for sheltering indoors room by 
room and draw up clear instructions on this.
 
Every employee in the community is obliged to acquire sufficient competence to be 
able to act in various roles required in a sheltering situation. Therefore, continuous 
and well-planned practical training cannot be replaced with written instructions. 
Real competence and tested, actual skills play a central role. 
The previously popular titles, such are area manager, must also go. In today’s edu-
cational institution communities, people move a lot between various units and also 
due to opportunities to perform work remotely. Today, it is no longer possible to 
appoint with full certainty the kind of chain of various actors, where one could with-
out delay identify who is missing from the chain, or that could take control of an 
acutely and surprisingly arisen situation and launch action even without the area 
manager present. A better outcome is certainly achieved when the responsibilities 
have been divided between all the employees of the community and everyone has 
acknowledged his or her personal responsibility in promoting common operations. 
In such a way, potential emergency operations can be launched immediately, begin-
ning with the room where the member of the school staff is at that moment.
4.3 Tasks of situation management 
Situation management is one of the most important tasks in an emergency. The 
management of the educational institution usually makes the decision to initiate 
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4.5 The tasks of communication management
According to Korpiola (2011), in an organisation, communications is no longer a 
support function, but an essential part of its strategy and management. The current 
communications culture challenges organisations to provide information openly 
and rapidly, and make it readily and transparently available. The same laws of com-
munication apply to every Finnish educational institution as regards the planning 
and implementation of communications. A well-planned and implemented com-
munications is the prerequisite for maintaining trust in the organisation’s activi-
ties. (Korpiola, 2011, 13.) 
The educational institution’s security communication is part of its other active and 
proactive communications. It is like a pair of glasses through which communica-
tions is viewed in terms of planning and implementation of safety and security. At 
its best, the organisation’s proactive security communications form an entity that 
includes such things as security orientation, plans produced for supporting safety 
work, security training with its contents, everyday discussions, meetings, bulletins, 
feedback, notifications of security deviations, signs and bulletin boards (Merivirta 
& Mäkelä 2011, 4 - 5). Proactive implementation of security communications also in 
case of shelter-in-place exercises is an excellent way of involving the community, 
while sending a positive security message on why the educational institution orga-
nises exercises with the particular scenario in mind. 
Alongside proactive security communications, the educational institution must 
also have a proven competence and skills to communicate when matters have not 
gone as they should have gone. We refer to this as crisis communications. The key 
role in handling such communication is held by the school management as well as 
potential security and communications actors. The responsibility for situation cont-
rol, communications included, in case of a crisis concerning the school always lies 
with the party preassigned to the task. 
In a beginning crisis situation or in a situation that has already developed into a 
crisis, it is important that also the crisis communications process can be launched 
quickly. When a crisis is detected, the immediate steps, agreed in advance, will be 
initiated. The first step is to ensure that the community members can be led to safety. 
At the same time, the implementation of communications begins while observing 
the fact that, from the viewpoint of crisis communications, you always need to look 
further into the future than the immediate measures to be taken within the next few 
hours. (Crisis management guide of Laurea University of Applied Sciences 2016.)
The management and the persons assigned to this task are responsible for the eva-
luation of the severity of the crisis and its potential consequences and for launch-
ing crisis activities. In crisis communications, it is important that the organisation 
holds the communications initiative in its own hands, which requires not only 
ready-made plans, but first and foremost, regular training. Crisis communications 
QUICK INSTRUCTIONS TO SITUATION 
MANAGER
1. Initiate immediate action as soon as you have received first information 
on a situation requiring sheltering indoors and proceed to the situation 
control room. 
2. Give an announcement (or assign another member of the educational 
institution community to this task) about sheltering indoors to those in the 
building and assign one person to give continuous announcements. Log on 
to potential situation management platform (such as Situation Manager) 
and send the emergency message to the members of your educational 
institution community, without forgetting the stakeholders. 
3. Assign one person to open the doors of all shelter rooms. Demand him or 
her to acknowledge when the task has been performed.
4. Open the radio and listen to official announcements and act according to 
the instructions given.
5. Assign one person to shut off ventilation and to post a note that this 
measure has been taken. Ensure that you receive an acknowledgement 
that the task has been performed.
6. Order people to bring safety boxes to the shelter rooms. Demand them to 
acknowledge when the task has been performed.
7. Assign a watchman to every external entrance (preferably a pair of 
watchmen) and place persons to guide people to the shelter rooms in the 
corridors.
8. Assign at least one supervisor, who belongs to the school staff, to each 
shelter room. It is his or her duty to ensure that sheltering measures are 
carried out, rooms filled in a systematic manner, and the head count of 
each shelter room reported to the situation management.
9. Assign room inspectors. Write down their names and assign each one of 
them a specific area and ensure that you receive their acknowledgement 
when the rooms have been inspected. 
10. When assigning tasks, hand out walkie-talkies as well. 
11. If the number of people in the situation management does not allow 
performing all the tasks, delegate some tasks to other members of the 
staff.
12. Ensure that the ventilation ducts and windows of the situation control 
room are closed and sealed. Keep the door closed. 
13. Assign a person to assist you and receive the reports on rooms inspected 
and make a record of them.
14. Assign a person to assist you and receive information on the number of 
people sheltered indoors and make a record of it.
15. Assign a person to assist you with communication with the authorities.
16. Once authorities announce that the situation is over, decide on protective 
measures.
17. Organise a debriefing of the event, if necessary. Assign a person to assist 
you with communication with the rescue authorities.
ultimately assigned as the situation at hand requires. However, the situation mana-
gement always makes the decisions on which action to take and in which order to 
implement the measures listed below.
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cannot be implemented following guidebooks and instructions alone, but you need 
real and proven ability to act as well as the will to succeed. (Crisis management guide 
of Laurea University of Applied Sciences 2016.)
Internal crisis communications
In case of a crisis, the well-being and safety of humans must be put first. Therefore, 
crisis communications must also always begin from the well-being and safety of 
those closest to the crisis. The parties include the internal stakeholders of the orga-
nisation, such as the administration, staff, pupils and students, and student unions. 
It is also important to take account of potential exchange students and teachers and 
the language used for communications. It must be ensured as soon as possible that 
those belonging to the internal stakeholders, especially those working and present 
in the ‘scene of the crisis’, receive information of what has happened, operational 
instructions and a point of contact, which they can use to get updated additional 
information and instructions, if necessary. (Crisis management guide of Laurea 
University of Applied Sciences 2016.)
External crisis communications
External stakeholders include all the other parties that the scene of the crisis should 
be in contact with concerning the crisis. Authorities are also regarded as external 
stakeholders even though, in practice, cooperation and communications with them 
often begin in the very early stages of the crisis communications process. External 
stakeholders include such groups as rescue authorities and the police, hospitals, 
other authorities, experts in crisis assistance, the media, family members, resi-
dents of the area, companies and other similar operators, cooperation partners, the 
security company, property management, insurance company, subcontractors, res-
cue organisations and parishes. External communications are carried out through 
websites and intranet bulletins and by telephone and e-mail. In practice, it is not 
always possible or even necessary to inform all the parties mentioned, so, the situa-
tion management must always make a situation-specific decision on which external 
stakeholders are to be informed, in what way and in what schedule. (Crisis manage-
ment guide of Laurea University of Applied Sciences 2016.)
External communications
The main responsibility for providing information to the media lies with the 
President, Vice President, Head of Safety and Security or some other actor appointed 
to this task. They agree on communications and, if necessary, they can also delegate 
these tasks to other actors. Those responsible for providing information define the 
action to be taken and what is going to be said, when and where the information is to 
be provided, and how informing will advance in accordance with the situation (seve-
rity, impact and news value). They also see to that the content of the information 
provided is consistent and truthful. (Crisis management guide of Laurea University 
of Applied Sciences 2016.)
The main principles of crisis communications
1. Keep the initiative in your own hands. Tell everything and tell it immediately. 
Say also if there is something you do not know and promise to find out.
2. Keep the focus on people and humaneness, not in material losses.
3. Try to create a sense of security, whenever there is a justified reason to do so. 
Put a stop on any ‘panicking’ with your own actions, words and behaviour.
4. Publish the first bulletin as soon as possible. Should the situation so require, 
be prepared to organise/participate in a press conference. Prepare for sharing 
information on a regular basis. Prepare also for the possibility that within 
the next few hours you must be able to tell about the causes and consequen-
ces of the crisis, and provide other background information too.
5. Keep your own organisation up to date on what is going on.
6. Apologise for what has happened. Admit any errors or negligence, where 
appropriate.
7. Follow the news and correct any erroneous information immediately.
8. Make sure that provision of information continues after the situation is over.
You must never:
• lie, make excuses, belittle anything, exaggerate or speculate
• blame anyone or anything, reply “no comment” to a question (Crisis mana-
gement guide of Laurea University of Applied Sciences 2016.)
 
4.6 Tasks of watchmen at entrances
The watchmen at entrances ensure that the members of the educational institution 
community shelter indoors. 
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4.7 Tasks of room inspectors
Room inspectors ensure that no members of the educational institution commu-
nity are accidentally left or intentionally remain in facilities that are not intended 
for sheltering indoors.  
QUICK INSTRUCTIONS TO ROOM 
INSPECTORS
1. Make a mental map of the area to be inspected.
2. Stop, survey the area, listen.
3. Proceed systematically in the premises of the educational 
institution.
4. Empty the rooms of all people and order them to proceed to the 
shelter rooms. Close the windows.
5. Mark the room as inspected by posting the INSPECTED sign on the 
door.
6. After the inspection round, return to the situation control room, 
report your observations and state that you have performed your 
assignment.
7. When emptying rooms, dare to use your own voice – shout if the 
situation so requires.
QUICK INSTRUCTIONS TO PEOPLE 
GUIDING OTHERS TO SHELTERS
1. Take the property keys with you and proceed to the corridor leading to 
the rooms agreed as shelters.
2. Start guiding people to the shelters in a visible manner.
3. Give clear instructions in Finnish (and in other languages as well, if 
necessary).
4. Start filling the rooms beginning with the ones at farthest end of the 
corridor.
5. If necessary, ask another member of staff or a stakeholder group to assist 
you and to keep count when the room-specific maximum number of 
people has been reached.
6. Emphasise to the staff that it is their responsibility to start guiding 
pupils, students and other people once they are inside the shelter rooms.
7. Talk to people, inform them about what is happening and about any 
causes of events you are aware of. Communicate about the situation 
clearly and purposefully.
4.9 Tasks of shelter-specific persons in charge
Make sure that all doors, windows and vents in the shelter room are sealed using 
duct tape. Everyone seeking shelter must always be allowed to enter the room. Turn 
the radio on and tune to YLE channels and follow the instructions given. Try to keep 
people calm in the room and urge everybody to sit down. Make sure that everybody 
understands what the situation is about. Keep everybody informed about any new 
developments. 
Urge everybody to avoid unnecessary telephone use so that the connections to the 
authorities would not get congested. However, allow people to call their close family 
members. Make sure that first aid is available to those who need it. Write down the 
names of the people in the shelter and report the head count to the situation mana-
ger. Stay in the shelter until the authorities give the permission to cancel the shelter-
in-place order and leave the premises.
4.8 Tasks of people guiding others to shelter rooms
People guiding or directing others to shelter rooms assist the members of the edu-
cational institution community to proceed to the agreed shelter rooms in a control-
led manner. The larger, higher or labyrinthine the property is, the more people are 
needed to guide others to shelters.
QUICK INSTRUCTIONS TO 
WATCHMEN AT ENTRANCES
1. Take a walkie-talkie with you, turn it on and tune to the agreed 
channel.
2. Advance to the external entrance assigned to you. If possible, carry 
out the watchman’s duties at the entrance in pairs. Stay in the 
immediate vicinity of the entrance inside the building.
3. Check the near areas outside the building if you can do this safely. Use 
your personal judgement.
4. Order people to come inside and proceed to the shelter rooms.
5. Try to keep people indoors. Observe the school’s responsibility for 
potential minors. However, any adults cannot be forced to seek refuge 
indoors. 
6. Find your way to a shelter as soon as you have received the order to 
do so from the situation management, or when it is no longer safe 
to remain at the entrance. Remain also active towards the situation 
management.
7. Inform the situation management when necessary. Inform the 
situation management when necessary.
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4.10 Tasks of the people responsible for ventilation and internal 
public announcements
When the management has ordered you to initiate the measures or the information 
has reached you through another reliable channel:
1. Make an announcement on sheltering indoors in accordance with the 
instructions given (see the model below). IN EVERY EXERCISE, it must be 
clearly stated that the situation is not a real emergency. Should the exercise 
suddenly turn into a real situation, this should be announced as well.
2. Shut off the ventilation using the “IV-hätä seis” (emergency ventilation shut-
off ) switch. 
3. In the lobby, guide people to shelter room x/floor x and try to prevent people 
from leaving the building by informing them about the situation.
4. Leave a note on the inner doors at the entrance: “Sheltering indoors in pro-
gress in the building, proceed to shelter room x/floor x of the building”.
5. Seek refuge yourself when told to do so. 
Example of announcement instructions for a shelter-in-place exercise
Attention! 
This is an exercise. I repeat, this is an exercise.
The scenario of the exercise is a major chemical accident in a nearby area. 
Please move to the fourth floor for indoor sheltering.
Facility personnel will guide you to shelter. 
This is an exercise.
Example of announcement instructions for when the shelter-in-place exercise 
is over
Announcement when the shelter-in-place exercise is over:
Attention!
The exercise has ended. I repeat, the exercise has ended.
Example of announcement instructions for a shelter-in-place situation
Attention! 
An important announcement follows. 
There has been a major accident in nearby area. 
Please move to the fourth floor for indoor sheltering.
Facility personnel will guide you to shelter and lead the action. 
Please wait for the “All Clear” announcement.
QUICK INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STAFF
1. Inspect the room where you are at, be the last to leave it and leave an 
INSPECTED sign on the door.
2. If you have a group of pupils or students under your responsibility, guide 
them and other people to the shelter rooms. Inspect the rooms along 
the way and mark them as inspected as well if this is possible without 
endangering the safety of anyone under your responsibility. Take care 
of the group of pupils or students under your responsibility also in the 
shelter. Calm down others and help them seek refuge. 
3. If you do not have any groups of pupils or students under your 
responsibility, inspect the room where you are at and leave an 
INSPECTED sign on the door. Go immediately to the situation control 
room to assist the situation management.
4. Close the windows of the shelter if they are open. 
5. When you are sheltering with a group, ensure that everyone seeking 
cover also reaches the safe room. Close the door, when the shelter is full, 
observing the maximum number of people for each room, or when no 
more people are coming to the room.
6. Make sure that all doors, windows and vents of the shelter room are 
sealed using duct tape, clothing or any other materials available. The 
safety box contains tape and garbage bags.
7. Turn on the radio to a YLE channel and listen to additional instructions 
issued by the authorities.
8. Try to keep people calm in the room and urge everybody to sit down. 
Make sure that everybody understands what the situation is about. Keep 
everybody informed about any new developments.
9. Make sure that first aid is available to those who need it. First-aid 
equipment is provided in connection with the shelter rooms. 
10. Write down the names of the persons in the shelter and report the head 
count to the situation management or to a record keeper assigned with 
the task to go round the premises and collect this information.
11. Urge everybody inside the shelter to avoid unnecessary telephone use so 
that connections to the authorities would not get congested. However, 
allow people to call their close family members.
12. You may only leave the shelter when permitted to do so by the situation 
management or authorities.
4.11 Tasks of the staff  
Once the management has given the order to shelter indoors, the staff will take 
action and follow the instructions given. The representatives of the staff guide the 
pupils or students under their responsibility and other members of the educational 
institution community to the shelter rooms and initiate active sheltering measures. 
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T his chapter outlines all the documentation and instructions that the educa-tional institution community plans and prepares in accordance with infor-mation pertaining to the specific site in reference to situations requiring 
sheltering indoors and exercises involving such situations. The chapter presents 
alternative examples of how to produce sheltering material with a view to the spe-
cific site. 
5.1 The situation control room equipment and need for 
equipment 
• room for at least 10 people
• a map of the nearby area and the floor plans of the building
• note-taking accessories: paper, large memo pads, easel pads, and pens and 
pencils 
• ready-made lists for recording the names and number of people in the 
building
• safety vests for the staff
• safety boxes
• materials suited for sealing the room, such as tape and garbage bags
• all operating instructions relating to shelter-in-place situations
• an Internet or WLAN connection and computer, and a potential communica-
tion tool for situation management
• data projector
• radio
• mobile phones and walkie-talkies 
• it would be good if there was also water supply or a cooking corner in the 
situation control room
5. FLOOR PLANS, THE SITUATION 
CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT 
AND THE SAFETY BOXChapter 5 examines the information to 
be marked on floor plans relating to the 
needs of a shelter-in-place situation. 
Information to be marked on floor plans 
include the location of the situation 
control room, shelter rooms and 
alternative shelter rooms with the room-
specific maximum number of people, as 
well as the location of the emergency 
shut-off switch for ventilation. In 
addition, information is provided on the 
equipment available in the situation 
control room and the contents of the 
safety box.
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5.2 Information to be marked on floor plans
The following information is to be marked on floor plans made for the purpose of 
sheltering indoors:
• shelter rooms and the maximum number of people for each room
• alternative shelter rooms and the maximum number of people for each room
• the location of the situation control room
• the location of the emergency shut-off switch for ventilation
Picture 2 shows an example of a floor plan with information on the location of the 
situation control room, shelter rooms with the maximum number of people, and 
alternative shelter rooms. Picture 3 shows the location of the emergency shut-off 
switch for ventilation.
Picture 2. Example of a floor plan
Picture 3. Location of the emergency shut-off switch for ventilation 
5.3 Safety box 
The safety box is an equipment box designed and put together with the school’s own 
operations as the starting point. It is a collection of everything essential for enabling 
successful sheltering. It contains clear, role-specific instructions, floor maps of the 
property divided into different inspection areas, and a list of shelter rooms with rea-
dy-made columns for recording the number of people in each shelter. The safety box 
con-tains a sufficient amount of duct tape, a battery-powered radio and batteries, 
marker pens, Post-it notes, a sufficient number of torches, and safety vests. As many 
safety boxes are put together as necessary for the particular property. The boxes are 
placed in such a manner that they are certain to be available in case of emergency. A 
functional solution is to place the boxes in the shelter rooms.  
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An example of dividing the premises into inspection areas
To assist the situation manager, draw up a joint list of the room inspections: who 
has been sent where and with what equipment (Table 6). In the floor plans, draw 
a red frame around the rooms to be inspected (see adjacent picture). In addition, 
draw up cards giving concise inspection instructions for every inspection area in 
the premises. Print out the joint list on room inspections, floor plans and inspection 
instructions and laminate them. Keep the above-mentioned materials in the safety 
box. Add also an erasable marker pen to the safety box to be used for filling in the 
joint list on room inspections.
area of 
responsibility
person walkie-talkie 
(yes/no)
additional 
information/ 
observations
inspected
cellar a
cellar b
1st floor a
1st floor b
2nd floor a
2nd floor b
3rd floor a
3rd floor b
4th floor a
4th floor b
Table 6. Room inspections by area of responsibility
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I n this chapter, the focus is on the acquisition and maintenance of communi-cations tools for the school and on practicing the making of public announce-ments at the educational institution. The starting point is that the school acqui-
res walkie-talkies, which can also be used for other purposes as part of normal every-
day operations. This way everyone would become familiar with using walkie-talkies. 
Most of the school staff has never used a walkie-talkie before, so, it is also important 
to go through the basic matters related to using them on a regular basis. 
Agree also where the walkie-talkies will be stored in the school. Every member of 
the staff must know this location and they must also have unobstructed access to 
them. It must also be agreed who will be responsible for charging the walkie-talkies 
and keeping them in continuous readiness for use. Check the operating instructions 
for the specific walkie-talkie for recommendations on how their batteries should be 
charged. A good way of keeping the walkie-talkies in working order is to acquire 
timers, which helps to ensure that they are charged regularly. Continuous charging 
may weaken the batteries over time and finally destroy them. With a timer, the batte-
ries are charged only when the battery power is running low. It should be noted that 
everything mentioned in this text refers to basic-level walkie-talkies. Of course, the 
use of devices designed for professional use can always be recommended, but due to 
their high price they are out of reach for many educational institutions.
6. PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS AND 
THE USE OF WALKIE-TALKIES
Chapter 6 focuses on the acquisition, 
maintenance and practicing the use of 
communications tools, and the internal 
announcements in the school. The 
starting point is that the school acquires 
walkie-talkies for general use. They can 
also be used for other purposes as part 
of normal everyday operations. It is 
also advisable to plan and draw up the 
public announcement instructions in at 
least two different languages. It is also 
important to laminate them and place 
them in such a way that they are always 
readily available near the place where 
announcements are made.
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6.1 Public announcement instructions for shelter-in-place 
situations
In shelter-in-place situations, the pupils, students and staff need instructions. The 
announcements can be made using the public-address system, a megaphone or own 
voice. Confident and concise announcements enhance the community’s operating 
capacity, and studies have shown that in a real situation they are among the key 
measures with a view to getting the operation started and finding cover. 
An announcement can be made, for example, as follows:
Attention, attention! 
An important announcement follows. 
There has been a major accident in a nearby area. 
Please move immediately to the fourth floor for indoor sheltering.
Facility personnel will guide you to the sheltering and lead the action. 
Please wait for the “All Clear” announcement.
6.2 Operating instructions for walkie-talkies
In educational institution communities, walkie-talkies are seldom used and, there-
fore, quick instructions on their use are needed. Below, we give an example of ope-
rating in-structions for walkie-talkies. It must be noted that the instructions differ 
between different walkie-talkie models. These instructions have been drawn up to 
serve as ‘layman’s instructions’ for people with no previous user experience.
1. Press the push-to-talk button and keep it pushed down for as long as you are 
talking. 
2. About two seconds from having pushed the push-to-talk button down, state 
your message as follows:
• When you are in an exercise situation, always begin by saying “this is an 
exercise”.
• Say who you are addressing and then who is talking. For example: “Exercise 
leadership – classroom 240 calling”.
• Wait until the party you are trying to reach responds with the proper call 
sign. In this example, the answer would be: “Exercise leadership respon-
ding”. Then you know for sure that the party you are trying to reach is 
listening.
• Once it has been confirmed that the party you are trying to reach is liste-
ning, state your matter as briefly and concisely as possible.
• Wait until the party you are trying to reach acknowledges your message 
with the proper call sign. If you do not receive an acknowledgement, call 
again following the instructions under point 2) and ensure that the mes-
sage was received.
• End the conversation by saying OVER AND OUT.  
 
Please note:
• A walkie-talkie is not a regular telephone. When you speak, keep the 
telephone transmitter approximately 5-10 cm away from your face and talk 
towards the microphone. 
• Always wait for two seconds holding the push-to-talk button down before 
starting to talk. Keep holding the button down until you have said your 
whole message, then release it so that you can hear the answer.
• When you are listening, do not push the push-to-talk button.
• Always let others finish their message before you start your own.
• Do not interrupt if you hear other people talking, even if you had some-
thing important to say. The message cannot be understood if several 
people talk on the same channel at the same time.
• Always think in advance what you are going say to ensure that communi-
cations run smoothly.
• Speak calmly. 
• Always remember to acknowledge messages using your own call sign.
• Remember to begin your message by saying “this is an exercise”, when 
involved in one. 
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Unit/task and call sing What does it mean?
tike Situation control room and situation 
management
main entrance main entrance to the building
door X For example, Entrance C, which is the 
entrance to stairway C
shelter x For example, Shelter 202, which is class-
room 202 used as a shelter
round x For example, Round A, which is the person 
inspecting wing A of the building
Assembly point Person in charge of the assembly point
Table 7. Examples of walkie-talkie call signs to be used when sheltering indoors
Examples for walkie-talkie communications: 
The watchman at the main entrance calls the situation control room (tike): “TIKE, 
can you hear me, this is the MAIN ENTRANCE”
Person responding: “TIKE can hear you”
The caller The Main Entrance: “There’s no one coming to the main door any more. I 
can smell smoke. May I leave my position?”
Person responding at TIKE: “TIKE acknowledges. Situation clear. You may leave 
your position.” Over and out.”
If someone has died, inform the situation control room, for example, as follows: 
“I need somebody to assist me and check a patient, right now”. 
The situation is explained to the person who comes to assist and he or she goes to the 
situation control room to report on the situation.
Quick instructions are needed for the walkie-talkies available for use on such issues 
as how to put the battery in place, how to switch the device on, where the push-to-
talk button is located and which channel is to be used for communications. 
IN CONCLUSION
You should agree on the call practices for walkie-talkies in advance. Examples of call 
signs to be used are shown in Table 7.
W e got the idea for this guide, when the educational institution field expressed their need for instructions for implementing risk-based security training and exercises. While on the field, we also heard con-
cerned comments from parents about how, in an exercise, pupils had been made to 
run only wearing stockings to cover their feet to escape from the reach of a man with 
a knife threatening the school. From the viewpoint of the development of risk-based 
security operations, there was a clear demand for this kind of a guide. 
One of the key tasks of educational institutions is to identify, analyse and treat the 
risks that can threaten its operations. When the institution has prepared for the 
identified risks in an appropriate manner, it has required that the educational ins-
titution community has examining every risk separately and defined how likely it 
finds the realisation of the risk. It has also required that the community has asses-
sed together how severe the consequences of the risk would be should it be realised. 
Based on these two factors, the educational institution must decide which risks it 
considers so likely that it is important to practice for such situations. These were the 
starting points for this guide, which provides every educational institution with the 
basic information on how to plan and implement a good shelter-in-place exercise. 
For this guide, we selected such starting points as to give the reader an opportunity 
to approach the safety and security of the specific educational institution through a 
tailored training based on high-quality learning. It is important that with the help 
of exercises the members of the educational institution community learn to act as 
individuals and a group in a safer manner. 
This guide is based on the model of safety and security management according to 
which all security operations at an educational institution should be risk-based, 
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REFERENCESparticularly as regards security training and exercises. This guide presents diffe-rent scenarios around one of which our entire key message is built: the purpose of 
practicing sheltering indoors is that, by acting collaboratively, we would be able to 
secure the whole educational institution community in a situation, where there is 
a major fire raging in the nearby area or toxic gases that are dangerous to breathe 
are spreading into the air. After all, the likelihood of such events occurring is real. It 
could happen in your educational institution today, tomorrow or next week. Are you 
capable of taking action should this happen?
The guide is based on the views and experiences of two safety and security experts 
and research information. We, the writers, have understood that you can never write 
out everything relating to the matter. Therefore, we have focused on what we think 
will be useful for improving the safety and security of your educational institution. 
We cannot give any ready-made operating models for the actual incident, but we can 
share information and competence on what we have learned from the exercises we 
have arranged over these years and from research as well. Hopefully every Finnish 
educational institution arranges exercises also from risk-based starting points. It is 
certain that an exercise is never a waste of time, but one day it may save the lives of 
several members of our community.
Safety work is the entire educational institution community’ business. It cannot be 
a separate function created separately by each operator, but it should rather be work 
managed and implemented in collaboration between all actors. Safety is not truly 
under control until the entire educational institution community practices it toget-
her by planning, training and taking action in a true emergency - not forgetting the 
stakeholder either.
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The guide Sheltering indoors in Educational Institutions focuses on shelter-in-
place exercises, the effectiveness of which i s improved b y means of good plan-
ning. One of the key tasks of educational institutions is to identify, analyse and 
treat the risks that can threaten its operations and to decide what kind of risks 
the educational institution con-siders so likely that it is important to practice for 
them. When estimating a serious situation in the nearby area that would require 
sheltering indoors, a fire or a chemical accident appear as the most probable in-
cidents. 
The exercises need to be attended by the whole educational institute community: 
the staff, pupils o r students a nd other stakeholders. I n a true e mergency, every 
member of the educational institute community must know how to collaborate 
with others. Safety is not truly under control until the entire educational institu-
tion community practices it together by planning, training and taking action in 
a true emergency.
This guide was created on the basis of the need expressed by those who participat-
ed in the ‘Safe and Secure School’ training, financed by the National Agency for 
Education and implemented by the Laurea University of Applied Sciences. The 
guide is intended for anyone interested in improving the safety in any educatio-
nal institution. We hope that the guide will give its readers new ideas about 
how to carry out training in sheltering indoors.
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